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If you were posed with a question â€“ what is the difference between your motherâ€™s engagement ring
and a piece of solid black fuel, the answer would be quite obvious: these things are completely
different. The correct question to ask would be â€“ how are these two things similar? And they
are,indeed, similar. Despite looking nothing alike, both the diamond in the ring and the piece of coal
are made of the same chemical element, which is carbon. The difference lies in the way the atoms
of that carbon look and are structured, making the end product. But this is not a chemistry lesson. It
is just an attempt to show how such different matters can be interrelated.

Many of us might not have realized it yet, but much like diamonds coal has always been, is, and
most likely will continue being a huge part of our lives. Sure, the times when we had coal powered
locomotives are long gone and we certainly donâ€™t use pure coal fuel to make our ovens work
anymore â€“ we have gasoline, natural gas and electricity for that. Our relation to coal goes a bit
deeper under the surface. We donâ€™t really use coal directly â€“ our heating and electricity providers,
building material manufacturers, automotive industry companies and other important product and
service providers do. We build houses, heat them up, use electricity, and buy cars to get us from
home to work and vice versa.In other words, we use all the things that coal powered engines and
machines had created. And we need coal if we want to continue doing all of that.

Not only this, but up till this day the coal industry around the world is the source of sustenance for
many people in coal-rich countries and also the main influence on all kinds of heavy industry. By
learning more about coal, we can also learn about the world that surrounds us, be it in a far off piece
of land or your very own neighborhood. Of course, for that to happen we have to have a good
source to learn from. There are quite a few sources all around the web, but finding new and relevant
information is a task a bit more challenging. Sadly, a lot of websites are outdated or too
concentrated on coal itself rather than its impact on our lives, which should be the main point here.
For accurate information that is also relevant, professional reports should work best.

The best source for such coal reports is, of course, a recognized one. Such is the official page of
Energy Publishing Australia, hosting a huge number of coal reports from all around the globe and
being updated more than a couple of times a day. The reporters of the company come from all parts
of the world and in this way are able to react to changes in coal industry the fastest, reporting the
happenings to everyone whoâ€™s willing to learn more about it. The only thing thatâ€™s needed to access
all of the material stored on the website is to subscribe to the page. In this way, the important news
and coal reports can be there whenever you need them.
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a coking coal index is essentially the fairest thing that has hit the coal market today and will continue
to change over the years to pave way to cases of fluctuation and variations that will keep on
featuring in the a coal newsletters.
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